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Abstract
Engineering artificial tissue constructs requires the appropriate spatial arrangement of cells within scaffolds. The introduction of microengineering tools to the biological community has provided a valuable set of techniques to manipulate the cellular environment, and to examine how
cell structure affects cellular function. Using micropatterning techniques, investigators have found that the geometric presentation of cell–matrix
adhesions are important regulators of various cell behaviors including cell growth, proliferation, differentiation, polarity and migration. Furthermore,
the presence of neighboring cells in multicellular aggregates has a significant impact on the proliferative and differentiated state of cells. Using
microengineering tools, it will now be possible to manipulate the various environmental factors for practical applications such as engineering tissue
constructs with greater control over the physical structure and spatial arrangement of cells within their surrounding microenvironment.
Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
The concept of engineering artificial tissues for organ replacement was first seeded over two decades ago. Efforts in tissue
engineering have typically relied on the basic notion that cells can
be isolated, expanded, cultured in an environment that fosters
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differentiated cell function, and finally re-implanted into the body
in order to replace the organ in need. One of the most difficult
obstacles facing tissue engineers is defining the conditions that
direct cell behavior, and recapitulating these conditions in a
suitable in vitro growth environment. Initial success has been
achieved primarily in tissues of relatively simple architecture,
including skin and cartilage. In comparison, engineering tissues
with greater complexity such as liver or pancreas has been rather
unsuccessful. These tissues comprise multiple cell types within a
highly structured and defined organization. Reproducing this
organization in an engineered tissue constrains the juxtaposition
of specific cells with various gradients of soluble factors, specific
extracellular matrix scaffolds, physical forces and other cell types,
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and therefore is likely to be required to recapitulate the signals that
drive cell and tissue function.
Many soluble factors have been used in tissue engineering to
initiate signaling cascades that lead to changes in cell growth,
proliferation, migration, differentiation and survival. While numerous groups have incorporated such soluble factors in tissue
engineering scaffolds to drive cell function, it is now clear that in
addition to soluble cues, adhesive and physical factors also
need to be controlled to engineer cell function. For example,
chondrocytes that are seeded into collagen type II gels form
cartilage, but the same cells plated onto petri dishes lose their
phenotype. Similarly, hepatocytes rapidly de-differentiate in the
absence of collagen I or homotypic adhesion to other hepatocytes. In addition, physical cues such as shear stress maintain
endothelial cells in a quiescent, in vivo-like phenotype, whereas
cells cultured in static conditions resemble cells in an inflammatory state. It is now thought that engineering these insoluble
(adhesive and physical) factors into constructs may provide
the means to understand how cell function is regulated through
tissue architecture.
Simply combining cells with matrix proteins in culture is not
sufficient for proper tissue function. Rather, a specified spatial
arrangement of cells with their surrounding proteins and neighboring cells controls the degree to which cells are in contact with
matrix versus neighboring cells, and this balance could be important to drive cell and tissue behavior. Examples of cell structure
in vivo demonstrate the role of structure in regulating cell behavior and tissue function. For instance, endothelial cells form
tubular vessel structures that are surrounded by a basement
membrane and an underlying smooth muscle layer, components
which together contribute to proper blood flow. Although structure is clearly important for the function of tissues, it has traditionally been difficult to engineer structure into artificial tissues.
While controlling soluble cues is relatively straightforward,
only recently have experimental systems been developed that
enable investigators to control structural cues from the physical
environment, including the spatial arrangement of extracellular
matrix (ECM) proteins and neighboring cells. Advances in microengineered tools allow the precise control of single and
multicellular structures. Importantly, using these technologies to
study cells has revealed several key molecular mechanisms that
relay structural cues into biological outputs. In this review, we
will describe classical and recently developed microengineered
tools, and then discuss how these tools are used to examine
the relationship between structure and function in biological
systems and to create artificial tissue constructs. These studies
demonstrate that cell structure, both in single cells and in
multicellular assemblies, has a profound influence on intracellular signaling and cell function.
2. Microfabrication tools to control (single and multi) cellular
structure
Pioneering efforts to engineer cell and tissue structure focused on ways to control the presentation of extracellular matrix
spatially on surfaces, and then use this ‘patterning’ template to
control the position of cells deposited on the surface. Cells attach

to the ECM through an array of discrete micrometer-scale focal
adhesions. Numerous studies have suggested that the extracellular matrix regulates intracellular signaling pathways that control cell behavior through these focal adhesion assemblies. In
fact, cellular adhesions are thought to play an important role in
integrating signals from both the physical and chemical environments. Adhesions not only mechanically anchor cells to the
matrix, but also localize a number of soluble factor receptors and
associated intracellular signaling molecules to the sites of
adhesion. Thus, these adhesions serve as centers of communication between signals from the environment and intracellular
signaling pathways that control cellular behaviors such as
migration, proliferation and differentiation. Conventional methods to control and study cellular interactions with ECM typically
involve seeding cells on flat culture dishes that are homogeneously coated with ECMs of varied composition or concentration. More recently, microengineering techniques have been
developed to control the structure or geometric presentation of
such extracellular matrix (and therefore adhesions) on surfaces.
Tools commonly used in the semiconductor industry to control the placement of metals for circuits were adapted to control
the positioning of ECM proteins on surfaces with micrometerscale precision. Initial approaches to pattern materials created
patterned surfaces by illuminating photosensitive materials with
UV radiation through a mask patterned with opaque regions—a
process called photolithography [1]. This technique was used to
create substrates with micron-sized features that can be adhesive
or nonadhesive to cells. More recently, entirely biocompatible
methods have been developed based on a soft elastomer, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), to deliver protein [2]. In these methods, which are generally termed soft lithography, PDMS is used
to create a stamp that is cast directly from photolithographicallygenerated silicon master patterns containing topographic micron-sized features. Once cured, the patterned PDMS substrates
are used either as cell culture surfaces or as stamps to deposit adhesive proteins onto various tissue culture surfaces [3]
(Fig. 1A). Alternatively, nonadhesive materials such as agarose
or polyacrylamide can be patterned by flowing the polymer
solution between PDMS stamps and substrate [4]. Upon removal
of the stamp, the exposed regions are coated with ECM protein.
Using these soft lithography-based methods, the location of one
or multiple adhesive proteins can be directly positioned on the
surface. Cells seeded onto these substrates adhere to and spread
across the ECM-coated regions but not to the nonadhesive
regions (Fig. 1B). Single cells patterned onto islands spread to
fill the entire island therefore the cell flattens and spreads on
large islands, but remains rounded on small ones. Additionally,
one cell may spread across many subcellular islands, where
discrete adhesions are formed on each island. Using such substrates, one can vary the amount of cell–ECM contact while
maintaining the degree of cell spreading [5].
By creating large or small islands of ECM in various geometries and configurations, the amount of cell–cell adhesion, in
addition to cell–matrix adhesion can be controlled. Cells are
linked to neighboring cells through adherens junction, which
like cell–matrix adhesions, bind to scaffolding proteins that
link to the cytoskeleton and also associate with many signaling
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Fig. 1. Microfabrication methods to control cell–ECM and cell–cell adhesion. (A) Microcontact printing is used to pattern adhesive islands. Various sized islands are
used to control cell–ECM adhesion and cell shape or spreading [5]. (B) Agarose microwells allow the control of both cell–ECM adhesion and cell–cell adhesion. Cells
form cadherin-mediated cell–cell contacts across the center of the bowtie [42]. (C) Electroactive substrates dynamically activate inert surfaces to render them adhesive
to cells. Patterned cells that are exposed to a newly adhesive surface form new adhesions and migrate away from the initial patterns [9]. (D) Microfabricated silicon
combs dynamically control adhesion of cells to neighboring cells by changing from a contacting to separated configuration [10].

proteins that direct cell behavior [6]. Interestingly, contact to
neighboring cells has also been shown to activate many of the
same signaling pathways as cell–matrix adhesion [7]. Micropatterning tools have recently been used to control the amount
of cell–cell adhesion. For example, use of increasingly larger
islands elevates the number of cells present on the island, allowing
for formation of progressively more interaction with neighboring
cells [8]. To directly control the degree of cell spreading in
addition to cell–cell contact, cells can be cultured into a bowtieshaped microwell, where one cell lands in each side of the bowtie
and contacts a neighboring cell across the middle of the bowtie.
The area of each cell is controlled by the area of one half of the

bowtie. In this configuration, each cell contacts a single
neighboring cell, and the length of the constriction through the
center of the bowtie controls the length of the contact. Hence, both
cell spreading and cell–cell contact are simultaneously controlled.
Recently, techniques have been developed to control cell–
matrix and cell–cell interactions dynamically. For example, selfassembled monolayers of alkanethiolates on gold can be
switched from a nonadhesive to an adhesive state. Using this
chemistry, cells can first be patterned onto an initially adhesive
region. Upon electroactive switching of adjacent regions from
nonadhesive to adhesive, the initially patterned cells form new
adhesions in the surrounding regions and migrate away from the
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patterns (Fig. 1C). Alternatively, if a second batch of cells is
seeded at the time of switching, these cells will land onto the
newly adhesive regions and thus two cell types can be patterned
on a single substrate [9]. Dynamic manipulation of cell–cell
adhesion has recently been achieved. Cells were cultured directly
onto microfabricated silicon devices that were oxidized, coated
with polystyrene and then plasma treated to produce a surface
comparable to tissue culture plastic [10]. Using such a microfabricated device, Hui and Bhatia created a substrate consisting of
two interlocking parts, which can be placed in discrete configurations—with cells contacting or separated by a micron-scaled
gap (Fig. 1D) [10]. By culturing cells on these substrates and
adjusting placement of the interlocking components, the effects of
paracrine (transmitted through soluble factors) and juxtacrine
signals (transmitted through contact) were examined. This mechanically configurable device enabled controlled study of the
interactions that could impact cellular phenotype.
While studies on two-dimensional surfaces have been useful
in understanding basic mechanisms for how structure affects
cell function, the practical goal of engineering artificial tissue
constructs will require patterning within three-dimensional scaffolds. Microengineered devices for culture of cells in 3D are
still in their nascent stages of development. Initial efforts have
seeded cells in grooves of a PDMS substrate that are filled with
an ECM protein such as collagen or fibrin. Using this method,
Chobak et al. demonstrated the formation and perfusion of
endothelial tubular structures within collagen gels in PDMS
channels [11]. Micropatterning provides greater positional
control over endothelial tube formation compared to previous
methods, where endothelial cells formed randomly organized
structures when cultured within a bulk gel. In another method to
pattern cells in 3D gels composed of natural ECM, Nelson and
colleagues used a PDMS stamp to micromold wells within
collagen gels [12]. Cells seeded on these gels settled within the
microwells, and then collagen was added on top to encapsulate
the cells. In this method, micropatterned cells are localized
within a bulk collagen gel, rather than within grooves of a PDMS
substrate. PEG (polyethylene glycol)-based systems have been
developed as an alternative to 3D matrices composed entirely of
adhesive proteins. PEG is a nonadhesive polymer that has tunable mechanical and chemical properties. Polymer chain length
is varied to regulate mechanical properties and chemical modification such as functionalization with RGD peptides varies the
adhesivity [13]. Additionally, PEG can be functionalized with
a photointiator group in order to render the material photopolymerizable. Cells may also be encapsulated within specific regions
of a bulk gel by selective photopolymerization of PEG-based
hydrogels or by encapsulating cells using dielectrophoresis within
PEG gels [14]. For applications in tissue engineering, controlling
the placement and the formation of cellular structures may
become a valuable way to ensure appropriate geometry of vascularization or epithelialization throughout the entire construct.
3. Cell shape modulates signals from the ECM
One major contribution of such patterning techniques to
control cell function has been to demonstrate that changes in cell

shape regulate cell proliferation, differentiation, and survival. Cell
adhesion to the ECM is initiated by the ligation and clustering of
integrins, which leads to the subsequent recruitment of structural
and signaling proteins to form focal adhesions [15]. Binding of
integrins to ECM ligands causes conformational changes and
subsequent binding of several scaffolding proteins. These interactions ultimately tether adhesions to the actin cytoskeleton
and allow for cells to spread and flatten against their underlying
substrate [16]. Integrin ligation alone is not sufficient to support
some cellular functions, as early observations demonstrated that
adherent cells could only proliferate if they were well spread [17].
However, since these studies used ECM ligand density to control
cell spreading, and ligand density directly affects both the degree
of cell spreading and integrin activation, it was not clear whether
the effects of cell morphology were actually an indirect result of
increased integrin activation.
In order to delineate the effects of cell spreading and integrin
activation, micropatterning techniques were developed to control the presentation of ECM ligands and thus permit independent control of cell spreading and ligand density [1]. Seeding
cells on progressively larger islands of a saturating density of
ECM ligand increased their proliferation. Furthermore, cells that
were allowed to spread across several small islands such that the
total amount of ECM was comparable to that of an unspread cell
also exhibited high proliferation, suggesting that cell spreading
itself permits proliferation [5] (Fig. 2A). Since then, it has also
been shown that cell shape also plays a role in stem cell lineage
commitment and differentiation. McBeath et al. demonstrated
that mesenchymal stem cells tend to commit to a bone lineage
when cultured on large micropatterned islands, and a fat lineage
when cultured on small islands (Fig. 2B) [18]. Together, these
studies demonstrate that cell structure and shape play an important role in regulating multiple facets of cellular behavior.
In addition to cell area, cell shape itself appears to regulate
intracellular structure. For example, cells constrained to form
square or triangular shapes appear to concentrate their adhesions
in the corners [19]. Teardrop shapes appear to polarize cells so
that the direction of migration is pre-defined to face toward the
blunt end of the teardrop [20] (Fig. 3A). Importantly, cell shape
is not the only determinant for such internal organization. For
example, it has been shown that when cells are organized into
square shapes with asymmetric adhesive patterns, cells polarize
their mitotic axis in a specific direction based on the matrix
pattern [21], suggesting that spindle orientation is largely dependent on spatial distribution of ECM (Fig. 3B). Using subcellular, adhesion-sized ECM islands, investigators have also
revealed that controlling adhesion size, shape and density can
itself feed back to control the degree of cell spreading and shape
(Fig. 3C) [22]. Thus there are multiple scales at which one can
use patterning to control cell function.
While cell shape has now been shown to regulate many
cellular functions, only recently do we have some understanding
of how cells translate changes in cell shape into molecular
signals that regulate cell function. It appears that a class of
molecules known as the Rho family of GTPases is thought
to play a significant role in relaying structure- and adhesionmediated signals. Early studies identified a critical role for
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Fig. 2. Cell shape regulates proliferation and differentiation. (A) Cells seeded on increasingly larger islands exhibit progressively higher rates of proliferation and lower
rates of apoptosis [5]. (B) Mesenchymal stem cells seeded on large islands tend to differentiate into bone, while cells seeded on small islands differentiate into fat [18].

Rho GTPases in cytoskeletal organization: RhoA induces the
formation of actin-myosin bundles, or stress fibers, associated
with focal adhesions, Rac1 is involved in lamellipodia formation
and membrane ruffling, and Cdc42 causes spike-like membrane
protrusions (Nobes and Hall, 1995). Furthermore, it has since
been established that Rho GTPases have numerous other cellular
functions including cell proliferation, migration, and polarity
[23]. It appears that cellular organization feeds back to regulate
RhoA signaling and this is a key mechanism by which cell shape
can regulate function. In studies of mesenchymal stem cell
differentiation, it was found that Rho-mediated contractility is
required for differentiation of spread cells into bone [18].
Supporting these data, it has been shown that RhoA-generated
contractility is required for the high traction forces observed in
well spread cells using a microfabricated force sensor array [24],
and that differentiation into bone required the support of high
tensional environments associated with stiff matrices [25].
RhoA signaling appears to be important not only for sensing cell
shape, but also for transducing nanotopography of a surface [26]
and mechanical stiffness [25] [27,28] (Fig. 4). Thus, it now
appears that a feedback system between cellular and extracellular matrix structure, RhoA signaling, and adhesion signaling
plays an important role in regulating cell function. Understanding how to capitalize on this control system will be an important
step for moving forward in this field.
While much has been learned about how cell structure regulates cell function on 2D substrates, we still know very little

about how structure and function are linked when cells are
embedded inside 3D matrices. Studies in 3D have found that
most cells lack a structured cytoskeleton and adhesions when
cultured in 3D environments, although this is highly dependent
on the mechanical properties of the gel. For example, fibroblasts
cultured within fixed collagen gels (gels attached to the underlying dish) typically contain stress fibers and proliferate, but the
same cells cultured within collagen gels that are floating within the culture dish maintain a dendritic phenotype similar
to fibriblasts in vivo [29]. Similarly, it was observed long ago
that epithelial cells undergo differentiation and produce milk
proteins only in floating collagen gels [30] and that de-differentiated chondrocytes can re-differentiate when encapsulated
within agarose gels [31]. Interestingly, it is thought that adhesion
signaling to the RhoA pathway is largely responsible for these
phenotypic differences [32,33]. In sum, more detailed 3D studies
will be needed to transition much of what has been learned from
studies in 2D culture to help understand in vivo biology and
enable design of artificial tissue constructs.
4. Cell–cell contact transduces signals within multicellular
structures
While much about how cell structure affects function has
been established from studies performed in single cells, cells in
the body do not exist in isolation and are usually surrounded by
neighboring cells of similar and different types. In culture, it has
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Fig. 3. Micropatterning techniques demonstrate the role of ECM geometry in regulating cell function. (A) Cells patterned onto a teardrop shape polarize and form
lamellepodia at the blunt end of the drop [20]. (B) Cells patterned to form squares with an asymmetric underlying ECM pattern exhibit a polarized axis of division [21].
(C) Cells seeded onto a micropatterned array of 9µm2 fibronectin dots with 2 µm (left) and 20 µm (right) spacing [22].

been observed that cellular behaviors change as they come into
contact with neighboring cells. For example, endothelial and
epithelial cells seeded at a low, subconfluent density typically
appear spindly, fibroblastic and have high levels of proliferation, but acquire a cobblestone or cuboidal morphology and
reduced proliferation rates as they become confluent. Cells

interact with neighboring cells through junctional structures
formed by transmembrane proteins that are bound to proteins on
neighboring cells. The adherens junction is the principal adhesive type of junction and is composed primarily of cadherin
molecules, which bind homophilically to cadherins on adjacent
cells. Cadherins are thought to be the receptor responsible for

W.F. Liu, C.S. Chen / Advanced Drug Delivery Reviews 59 (2007) 1319–1328
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Fig. 4. RhoA and cytoskeletal tension are involved in transducing extracellular signals. (A) Cells patterned on microfabricated post arrays exhibit higher contractility at
higher levels of spreading. RhoA activation increases contractility further [24]. (B) Mesenchymal stem cells seeded on soft substrates tend to be less well spread and
differentiate into neurons, while cells on stiffer matrices exhibited myogenesis, and cells even stiffer matrices exhibited osteogenesis [25].

the inhibition of proliferation by cell–cell contact at confluent
densities since blocking cadherins causes a loss of contact
inhibition, and this effect is rescued with exogenous expression
of cadherin in cadherin null cells [34]. In addition, the engage-

ment of VE-cadherin, the primary cadherin in vascular endothelial cells, is thought to inhibit growth factor signaling [35].
However, as the degree of cell–cell adhesion increases with
increasing culture density, other structural cues such as the
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degree of cell spreading are also altered. Using bowtie-shaped
microwells to control both cell spreading and cell–cell contact,
our laboratory has suggested that in endothelial cells, if the
degree of spreading is controlled, cell–cell contact and engagement of VE-cadherin actually stimulates proliferation [36]
(Fig. 5A). Moreover, we demonstrated that VE-cadherin engagement activates a RhoA-mediated proliferative pathway.
These data suggest that the effects of cell–cell adhesion depend
on cell shape and cytoskeletal structure. In epithelial cells Ecadherin engagement also stimulates proliferation [37]. However, this proliferative signal was independent of cell shape, and
dependent on Rac1 signaling rather than RhoA. These studies
suggest that cell–cell contact and cadherin engagement can
stimulate proliferation in multiple cell types, though the mechanisms underlying this proliferative response appear to be celltype specific.
Micropatterning tools can also be used to study conditions
where cells are contacting multiple cells or cells of different
types, rather than a single homotypic neighboring cell. Endothelial and epithelial cells cultured on larger island form discrete
monolayers where cells are in contact with many neighboring
cells. It was found that cells in this context tend to have high
levels of proliferation when located on the edge of the monolayer
(Fig. 5B) [38]. This increase in proliferation required cadherins

and RhoA signaling, suggesting once again that functional consequences of cell–cell interactions may be in part due to the
activity of Rho GTPases. In another study, interactions between
cells of different types, or heterotypic contact, restores hepatocyte function in vitro [39]. Notably, microengineered tools
were used to confirm that both the amount and duration of
contact are both important parameters in contact-mediated
maintainance of cell function [10].
A number of studies have cultured cells in three-dimensional
multicellular aggregates or spheroids in an effort to restore
cellular function in vitro. To form spheroids, cells are typically
cultured on a nonadhesive surface such as polystyrene or agarose, which causes cells to preferentially interact with neighboring cells. Over the course of several hours or days, cells form
larger aggregates. These cultures have been shown to help
preserve cellular function in multiple different cell types. For
example, hepatocytes cultured in spheroids have higher levels of
albumin secretion when compared to the same cells cultured on
two-dimensional substrates [40]. In a more recent example
where chondrocytes were patterned within PEG gels using
dielectrophoresis, Albrecht et al. used micropatterning to dissect
the independent roles of multicellular organization and volumetric cell density [41]. They found that chondroctye matrix
biosynthesis was dependent on cell cluster size, rather than

Fig. 5. Multicellular structure regulates cell function. (A) Endothelial cells contacting a single neighboring cell exhibit a VE-cadherin dependent increase in
proliferation when compared to single cells that are spread to the same extent [36]. (B) Groups of cells seeded on larger islands have higher levels of proliferation at the
periphery compared to cells located at the interior [38]. (C) Chondrocytes patterned within three-dimensional PEG gels exhibit cluster size-dependent biosynthesis
(filled circles). Unpatterned control cells did not exhibit changes in biosynthesis (open circles) [41].
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overall cell density (Fig. 5C). It is thought that aggregation
imparts many of the necessary structural cues required for
maintaining differentiated phenotype, including proper dimensionality, shape, cell–ECM, and cell–cell interactions. The
contribution of cell–cell interactions in multicellular constructs
is undoubtedly important, but not completely understood. The
development of more advanced methods to control multicellular
structure in three-dimensional environments will be needed to
investigate this further.
5. Conclusions and future work
The studies presented here demonstrate how the structure of
single cells and simple cell–cell interactions affect cell function.
With the ultimate goal of building complex tissues, the next
steps in this work will involve developing tools to control
multicellular interactions and understanding the interactions of
multiple cell types in various configurations.
The signaling pathways relaying structural information to
biochemical responses are gradually becoming elucidated. In
particular, it appears that Rho GTPases are essential modulators
of signals initiated by cell adhesion. However, the mechanism by
which these signaling molecules are activated by adhesions and
mechanical cues is still under investigation. Furthermore, how
these GTPases are coordinatedly regulated by cell–ECM and
cell–cell adhesion may be important in understanding how
multiple extracellular cues are integrated within a cell to produce
a single cellular output.
What we have learned thus far is that these engineering tools
provide a necessary means to manipulate and control cell function, and therefore enable studies to support or refute our current
understanding of how cell behavior is controlled. Introducing
more complexity into these engineered cell cultures will ultimately enable us to not only control more complex cell and
tissue functions, but also to understand their origins.
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